Directions – Aarau Regional Studio

By public transport
From Aarau railway station:
- Approx. 3 minutes' walk away in an easterly direction; the Regional Studio is located close to the railway station on the 4th floor of a blue office complex

By car
From the A3 motorway from Basel:
- Leave the motorway at the «Frick» exit and follow signs to «Aarau»
- In Aarau, follow signs to the «Bahnhof»
- Turn into Laurenzenvorstadt and then Feerstrasse
- Turn left into Bahnhofstrasse. Parking is available at the «Ring am Bahnhof» car park

From the A1 motorway from Bern / Lucerne:
- Leave the motorway at the «Aarau West» exit and follow signs to «Aarau»
- In Aarau, follow signs to «Zentrum / Bahnhof»
- At the major junction, turn right towards «Zürich / Basel / Bahnhof»
- Once in Bahnhofstrasse, go forward approx. 600 m to the «Ring am Bahnhof» car park

From the A1 motorway from Zurich:
- Leave the motorway at the «Aarau Ost» exit and follow signs to «Aarau» along the dual carriageway
- Leave the dual carriageway at the «Aarau Zentrum» exit and follow signs to the «Bahnhof»
- Turn into Laurenzenvorstadt and then Feerstrasse
- Turn left into Bahnhofstrasse. Parking is available at the «Ring am Bahnhof» car park